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The Wine Bible
Track your favourite wines so that you can jot down the characteristics and quality of
each wine. Never make the mistake of buying the wine you hate again. Personalisation
Page. Index Pages fir 100 Records. Future wines to taste list. 100 tasting log pages
which include: Name of wine| Producer| Vintage| Region & country| Alcohol content|
Price| Purchase date| Date tasted| Purchased from| Location tasted |Nose|
Appearance| Clarity (Clear, Slight & Cloudy)| Taste Comment| Finish | Overall Rating |
Overall Value | Recommended(Yes/No) Overall comments. Glossy Paperback. 6x9.
Makes the perfect gift for wine lovers.
A snobbery-free guide to quickly finding which North American wines are worth your
money. While wine snobs are swirling and sniffing expensive wines that are tediously
hard to find, the rest of us are just drinking wine. Popular wine. Big-brand wine. Big
brands can spell terrific value, but you need to know which bottles to buy. That's where
Good Better Best Wines, 2e comes in. It's small enough to pop in your pocket and take
with you to the store. And it's user-friendly enough to flip through on the fly. In this
completely updated edition, you get the top three wines ranked for each grape variety in
four different price categories--under $4, $10, $15, and $20. And every bottle listed
comes with a color photograph for quick and easy identification, so you can buy and run
before getting stuck in a conversation with someone eager to share their vast wine
knowledge with you! Of course, you'll also get other important details, such as what
ingredients created each wine, flavor and smell profiles, and alcohol content by
volume--but in Carolyn's relaxed, friendly tone. "Carolyn Evans Hammond has crafted
the second edition of her wine book, Good, Better, Best Wines, which should be
essential reading for those who care about the fermented grape--and, more importantly,
those who care about getting the best value for the buck. Apart from her intelligent
analysis of wine in layman's terms, Carolyn offers tips and quirky side trips into the
weird and wonderful world of wine." -- Tony Aspler, award-winning wine columnist "This
is an essential book for anyone seeking great value on the wine shelf. If you're looking
to discover new wines, along with some handy tips and advice, this is an essential
guide. Carolyn's picks are right on the money (pun intended), and she makes shopping
for wine easy and fun." -- Dick Snyder, wine writer for Drink Toronto "Carolyn
Hammond has written a beautifully concise and easy to understand review of the 120
top wines sold in the United States. Without being verbose, her descriptions are a
pleasure to read, with honest charm yet straight to the point and not hidden behind
florid and pretentious language. Her book is well organized by grape variety into three
comparative price points up to $15 per bottle and should now be considered a must
when buying the big-name and popular brands that sell the most. An indispensable
wine bible!" -- Fred Lamprecht, sommelier and president Lamprecht International
Guides to the wide world of wine are many but this is the first book on the market to pair
books with wine by an author who is a preeminent expert on both.
Fruit of the Vine: A Biblical Spirituality of Wine is designed to help the reader grow in
spirituality through reflecting on biblical vineyard stores, wine making, and wine as a
metaphor for life. A spirituality of wine--categorized as a spirit--connects the spirit in
wine to the universal spirit all share. Wine appeals to all five senses. Its bouquet can be
smelled; its complexity, often compared to fruit, can be tasted; its shades of red,
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designating its body, can be seen as it clings to or quickly runs down the inside of a
glass. One can hear the pop as the cork leaves the bottle's neck and the gurgle of the
wine leaving the bottle as it is poured into a glass. Wine is a major sign of
transformation in the process of growth from blossom, sunlight, and water to grapes,
which are in turn broken apart, integrated into a whole, and fermented into alcohol.
While the wine is aged, it undergoes even more transformation. People are transformed
when they share this already multiple-times-transformed beverage. The vineyard and
all it produces can reveal the divine if a person but opens his or her eyes to see.
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(??)
Announcing the completely revised and updated edition of The Wine Bible, the
perennial bestselling wine book praised as “The most informative and entertaining book
I’ve ever seen on the subject” (Danny Meyer), “A guide that has all the answers”
(Bobby Flay), “Astounding” (Thomas Keller), and “A magnificent masterpiece of wine
writing” (Kevin Zraly). Like a lively course from an expert teacher, The Wine Bible
grounds the reader deeply in the fundamentals while layering on informative asides,
tips, amusing anecdotes, definitions, glossaries, photos (all new for this edition), maps,
labels, and recommended bottles. Karen MacNeil’s information comes directly through
primary research; for this second edition she has tasted more than 10,000 wines and
visited dozens of wine regions around the world. New to the book are wines of China,
Japan, Mexico, and Slovenia. And through it all the reader becomes ever more
informed—and, because of the author’s unique voice, always entertained: “In great
years Pétrus is ravishing, elegant, and rich—Ingrid Bergman in red satin.” Or, describing
a Riesling: “A laser beam. A sheet of ice. A great crackling bolt of lightning.”
Let one of the most beloved and respected Bible teachers of our time guide you verse-byverse through the Scriptures with The Wiersbe Bible Commentary New Testament, the trusted
reference you'll love to read.
"There is only one reason that the American wine enthusiast is now completely enamored with
German and Austrian wines: Terry Theise! This glorious book not only brilliantly showcases
one man's love affair with all the beauties that can flow from the bottle, it definitively makes the
case for the wines that are the most superbly suited to be served with food."--Chef Charlie
Trotter "Terry Theise's humane, subtle and engaging book illustrates the superiority of wisdom
to mere knowledge. Read and be richer."--Andrew Jefford, columnist for "Decanter" and "The
World of Fine Wine" "Impassioned, insistent, and inimitable, Terry Theise is America's
foremost wine philosopher. Lots of writers can explain the "what" of wine. Terry, uniquely,
inspires us with the 'why'. I devoured "Reading Between the Wines"; it's the single best book
I've ever read on why wine matters."--Karen MacNeil, author of "The Wine Bible" "If you think
you know something about wine, try Terry Theise's "Reading Between the Wines" because
until you do, you haven't really started."--Tom Stevenson, author of "Sotheby's Wine
Encyclopedia"
Unique, astonishingly comprehensive, and with over 8,000 French wines selected from 28,000
tasted blind, this ultimate guide offers irresistibly tempting suggestions. Each entry includes 20
separate pieces of information-many given in compact symbols and found in this book aloneand there are four indexes, so you can look up a wine by its name, producer, appellation, or
commune. For every winemaking region in France, you'll get the latest news on the past year's
vintage.
A paean to authentic wines and a New York Times Best Wine Book of the Year from the
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James Beard Award-winning author of Reading Between the Wines. What makes a wine worth
drinking? As celebrated wine writer Terry Theise explains in this gem of a book, answering that
seemingly simple question requires us to look beyond what’s in our glass to consider much
bigger questions about beauty, harmony, soulfulness, and the values we hold dear. Most of all,
Theise shows, what makes a wine worth drinking is its authenticity. When we choose smallscale, family-produced wine over the industrially produced stuff, or when we opt for subtle,
companionable wines over noisy, vulgar ones, we not only experience their origins with the
greatest possible clarity and detail—we also gain a new perspective on ourselves and the world
we inhabit. In this way, artisanal wine is not only the key to good drinking; it is also the key to a
good life. An unforgettable literary journey into the heart and soul of wine, What Makes a Wine
Worth Drinking is a gift to be cherished from a writer “whose id is directly connected to his
mouth” (Eric Asimov, The New York Times). Winner of the Louis Roederer International Wine
Writers’ Awards Chairman’s Award A “Best Wine Gift” by WineSpeed “Grown-up wine
writing, full of emotion . . . and, in these dangerously cynical times, exactly what we wine
enthusiasts—we human beings—need.”—The World of Fine Wine “Theise’s fans, as well as
those just meeting him for the first time, will revel as he leads us on an existential tour of
wine.”—Dave McIntyre, The Washington Post
A collection of writings on wines and vineyards from around the world covers such stories as a
Parisian wine-connoisseur fiancT's homecoming to a beer-drinking Southern family and a late
night in Chile where wine sampling leads to a tasty cultural celebration. Original.
Think of this little book as a wine snapshot, certainly not a full-length feature film about the
subject. Many encyclopedic wine books are available for those who are interested. --Amazon

An informative, fun guide to making your own wine It's estimated that one million North
Americans make their own wine. Relatively inexpensive to make (a homemade bottle
costs from $2 to $4), a bottle with your own label (and grapes) is a fantasy even
someone with modest aspirations can fulfill. Author Tim Patterson, an award-winning
home winemaker, shows how it's possible for anyone to create a great wine. In Home
Winemaking For Dummies, he discusses the art of winemaking from grape to bottle,
including how to get the best grapes (and figure out how many you need); determine
what equipment is required; select the right yeast and figure out if any other additives
are needed; and store, age, and test wine. With detailed tips on creating many varieties
-- from bold reds and demure whites to enchanting rosés and delightful sparkling wines
-- this guide is your ultimate winemaking resource.
The author of The Wine Bible combines thirty sumptuous menus and more than 150
kitchen-tested recipes with wine recommendations for every season of the year and
handy tips on buying, ordering, and serving wine. 25,000 first printing.
The concept of terroir is one of the most celebrated and controversial subjects in wine
today. Most will agree that well-made wine has the capacity to express
“somewhereness,” a set of consistent aromatics, flavors, or textures that amount to a
signature expression of place. But for every advocate there is a skeptic, and for every
writer singing praises related to terroir there is a study or a detractor seeking to debunk
terroir as a myth. Wine and Place examines terroir using a multitude of voices and
multiple points of view—from science to literature, from winemakers to wine
critics—seeking not to prove its veracity but to explore its pros, its cons, and its other
aspects. This comprehensive anthology lets the reader come to one's own conclusion
about terroir.
Discusses the history of wine, grape varieties, winemaking techniques, and vintages.
Love wine, but only know so much? Looking for some guidance on the perfect red?
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Want to break away from choosing the same old favourites? Are you keen to learn
about wine varieties and which will suit the right cuisine? The Wine Pocket Bible is filed
with answers to everything that matters in the world of wine, including: Which wines are
best for meat and fish dishes? How do I interpret labels when buying wine? Which is
the correct way to taste & describe wine? How do I make a classic champagne
cocktail? How do I go about investing in and storing wine? This indispensible little guide
will tell you what you need to know when you need to know it.
Master the mysteries of wine. The study of wine and beverages has become integral
tohospitality education. The Wine, Beer, and Spirits Handbookdemystifies the wine and
wine-making process, examining not onlythe making and flavor profiles of wine, beer,
and spirits, but alsothe business of wine service as practiced by a chef orsommelier.
Unique to this book, is the strong emphasis on food and winepairings, as well as food
and beverage interactions. An entirechapter uncovers this broad, often intimidating,
topic withdetailed information on table wines, sparkling wines, fortifiedwines, beer and
spirits. More importantly, The Handbook explainsthe responsibilities of a sommelier
from both service andmanagerial perspectives. Readers explore their wine-related
dutiesincluding: the developing of wine lists, identifying faulty wines,ordering, receiving,
and storing wines, conducting inventorycontrol, pricing, product research, cellar
management, and thehealth and legal implications of wine consumption. A
comprehensive, one-stop resource to the character and best useof beverages, The
Wine, Beer, and Spirits Handbook will helpevery student, chef, sommelier and wine
enthusiast confidentlymaster the mysteries of wine and other beverages.

"This book, with its personal approach and global scope, is the first to explore
women's increasingly influential role in the wine industry, traditionally a maledominated domain. Women of Wine draws on interviews with dozens of leading
women winemakers, estate owners, professors, sommeliers, and wine writers in
the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Australia, New Zealand,
and elsewhere to create a mosaic of the women currently shaping the wine world
and to offer a revealing insiders' look at the wine industry."--Jacket.
If you are on the verge of falling seriously in love with wine but cannot find the
comfortable language to talk about what you are tasting beyond “yuk!” or “yum!”
THE WINE LOVER'S BIBLE is for you.Many wine schools use this book for the
beginner's text book. How does a white Burgundy differ from a Sonoma
Chardonnay? How is a Cabernet Sauvignon based wine from Bordeaux different
from a Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon? Why does a Marlborough (New
Zealand) Sauvignon Blanc taste like it has a grapefruit blended in? You may be
daunted by the Sommelier or even an opinionated waiter. You may lack the
confidence to toss your opinions out at a company affair or a group dinner. Here
you will finds straightforward answers and confidence will follow. The Wine
Lover's Bible aims to convert a diffident emerging wine lover into an enlightened
and passionate consumer. One who delights in talking about wine with words that
can be shared. One who is able able to talk about where the wine came from,
able to find words that describe the sensory experience and to be familiar with
the 'typicity' of those wines you love most.. (More of typicity later.) Don't' throw
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your hands up and say that knowing wine is beyond reach. Never say—heaven
forfend!—that you don't have a palate—unless this condition has been medically
diagnosed. You do have a palate! You just need to practice! Like the marathon
runner, you need to get lots of mileage behind you.There's lots to be learned but
the basics in this—irreverent and unapologetically opinionated 'Bible'—will make it
possible for you to grow big time into a savvy relationship with the postfermentation grape. Your friends may be astonished at your quick conversion to a
nouveau aficionado with informed opinions of your very own. How ever can one
understand Italy with its extraordinary plantings of two thousand different grape
varieties and one million vineyards? Do the French have a lock on quality that no
other region can challenge? What about the New World wines? Are they destined
for the supermarket shelves only or are they challenging wine history? (They
are.) What is the importance of soil, moisture, sun and temperature and what
exactly is a microclimate? All of these questions are addressed and laid out so
that the beginner or early-career wine lover will gain the insights and vocabulary
to express all the beauties he or she is experiencing in their glass of wine.
"A master class in Burgundy, given by one of the world's foremost authorities."
Jacqueline Friedrich, author of The Wines of France "Clive Coates is a thinker as
well as a writer and taster of distinction…. For me, he is indispensable
reading."—Hugh Johnson
Having been a teetotaler for more than thirty years, the author's personal habits,
associations, and sympathies have all been in favor of the unfermented theory;
but the facts encountered in the present investigation have constrained him,
reluctantly, to conclude that, so far as the wines of the ancients are concerned,
unfermented wine is a myth. - Preface.
For beginner wine lovers (and a reference guide for wine waiters) whose
knowledge of wine is limited to "Yuk!" or "Yum!" this is the book for you. Are you
timid when the conversation turns to wine? Every wine term you need is
here--from Acidulation to Zinfandel. Don't feel alone. THE WINE LOVER'S
VOCABULARY BIBLE will make every neophyte imbiber comfortable at social or
company events where colleagues are marveling (or complaining) about the wine
being served. Here is the beginning point of what can be a lifetime of enjoying
fine wine. Here you will learn the vocabulary of fine wine to serve as a basis for
all further knowledge. The Wine Lover's Vocabulary Bible aims to convert a
diffident emerging wine lover into an enlightened and passionate consumer. One
who delights in talking about wine with words that can be shared. One who is
able to talk about where the wine came from, comfortable enough to find words
that describe the sensory experience and to be familiar with the "typicity" of those
wines you love most. Don't' throw your hands up and say that knowing wine is
beyond reach. Never say-heaven forfend!-that you don't have a palate (unless
this condition has been medically diagnosed). You do have a palate! You just
need to practice. Like the marathon runner, you need to get much mileage
behind you. What an enjoyable task. There is much to be learned but the basics
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in this-irreverent and unapologetically opinionated 'Bible'-will make it possible to
grow big time into a savvy relationship with the post-fermentation grape. Your
friends may be astonished at your quick conversion to a nouveau aficionado with
informed opinions of your very own. How does a white Burgundy differ from a
Sonoma Chardonnay? How is a Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine from Bordeaux
different from a Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon? Why does a Marlborough
(New Zealand) Sauvignon Blanc taste like it has a grapefruit blended in? (It does
not!) And how can one understand Italy with its extraordinary plantings of two
thousand different grape varieties and one million vineyards? Do the French have
a lock on quality that no other growing region can challenge? What about the
New World wines? Are they destined for the supermarket shelves only or are
they challenging wine history? (They are.)
This is a comprehensive guide to everything you ever wanted to know about wine
from the creator and host of the popular podcast Wine for Normal People. The
more than 60,000 people who download her podcast every month trust Elizabeth
Schneider as a go-to source, proving scores of wine drinkers seek a relatable
introductory guide to the world of wine, from millennials just starting to buy to
boomers who suddenly have the time and money to hone their appreciation. This
vividly illustrated, fun-to-read book is also rich with charts, maps, and lists. It's a
must-have for any normal person who's trying to gain confidence in wine without
the snobbery.
From America to Zanzibar, the popularity of wine has skyrocketed in recent years.
While millions of people have come to appreciate wine's taste, a growing number of
collectors also recognize it as a sound investment. For these savvy individuals, as well
as top chefs and wine aficionados, the wine auction has become an important place to
find superior wines. Now, renowned wine auctioneer Ursula Hermacinski has written
The Wine Lover's Guide to Auctions to explain how wine auctions really work so that
you, too, can become a successful player. The guide begins by exploring the history of
wine auctions. It then provides information on wine basics and details the auction
process—for buyers and sellers. Rounding out the book are helpful hints for starting or
expanding your wine collection, choosing the best auction house for your needs, and
organizing your own wine tasting.
The Wine BibleWorkman Publishing
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